Abstract-Fault detection is of importance for industrial processes with complex characteristics including multimode. In this paper, a fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD is proposed for multimode industrial processes. Firstly, mode division based on spectral clustering is presented, which divides multimode processes into multiple modes without priori multimode information. Then, considering the multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity, the global-local PCA-SVDD models are built, which decomposes fault detection into a global model and multiple local models. Finally, different statistics and confidence limits are used for different models. The experiment results of the penicillin fermentation processes illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method for multimode industrial processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE demands for process safety and stability in complex industrial processes continue to draw attention to research in fault detection [1] [2] [3] . In large-scale industrial manufacturing processes, the operating conditions frequently change due to various factors, which causes various operation modes [4] [5] . Different modes have their similarity, non-similarity and duration time [1] [2] [3] 6] . Therefore, it is important to develop effective fault detection methods for multimode industrial processes [7] .
Multivariate statistical process monitoring (MSPM) methods have attracted increasing attention on fault detection [8, 9] . However, it is noted that there exist many characteristics including multimode in complex industrial manufacturing processes, which cannot be directly monitored by traditional MSPM methods [1, 10] . To improve the performance of fault detection for multimode industrial processes, a great number of methods, such as multiple models methods [11] , Gaussian mixture model [12] , etc, have been developed. Multiple models methods [11] were developed by using different fault detection models for different modes, which were effective for each mode with sufficient process data. However, the correlations between different modes were neglected, which were significant for multimode processes modeling [3, 10] . Ge et al. [13] proposed an adaptive local model and Rashid et al. [5] presented a hidden Markov model (HMM) by using local ICA models to characterise various modes adaptively. However, they [5, 13] mainly considered the local characteristics in each mode, but the global characteristics are also useful for fault detection. Considering the correlations between different modes, we presented the subspace methods [1] [2] [3] . However, they [1] [2] [3] need to achieve priori mode division, which could not overcome the missing multimode information in most practical industrial processes. Therefore, it is necessary to well investigate fault detection method without priori multimode information for multimode processes.
In this paper, a fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD is proposed for multimode processes. To fulfil this purpose, mode division based on spectral clustering is utilised to divide multimode processes into multiple modes. Then global-local PCA-SVDD models are developed to decompose fault detection into a global model and multiple local models, which does not need prior multimode information for multimode processes. Comprehensive information including multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity are considered for multimode processes modeling and monitoring. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are validated by the penicillin fermentation processes. This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, basic methods including PCA, SVDD and spectral clustering are firstly reviewed. Our proposed fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the experiments of penicillin fermentation processes are described. Finally, some conclusions are illustrated in Section V. T and squared prediction error ( SPE ) can be used for fault detection and the corresponding confidence limits can be calculated by a F -distribution with confidence coefficient and a weighted Chi-squared distribution, respectively [8, 9, 14, 15] .
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. PCA
B. SVDD
Support vector data description (SVDD) is mapping the process data into the high-dimensional feature space. Then, a closed and compact hyper-sphere is built in the high-dimensional feature space [16, 17] . The SVDD method shows great advantages in dealing with non-Gaussian and non-linear processes because it has no normal distribution assumption [18] . The SVDD method can be expressed as follows:
min( )
where denotes the hyper-sphere center, R denotes the hyper-sphere radius, i denotes relaxation factor. c denotes penalty parameter. To improve the SVDD method for solving the nonlinear problem, the Gaussian kernel function
is usually used and thus Eq. (5) can be expressed as follows:
Then, the radius and sphere center of the hyper-sphere can be computed as follows:
where sv x denotes the support vector, sv n denotes the number of support vectors. For a new sample new x , the distance to the center of the hyper-sphere can be used for fault detection and it can be obtained as follows:
In general, the new sample is in normal condition when new d R holds. Otherwise, the sample is in faulty condition [16, 17, 18] .
C. Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering is one of the most popular clustering methods, which often outperforms traditional methods [19] . For example, k-means clustering is based on estimating explicit models and satisfactory clustering results by k-means can be obtained when the data is distributed according to the assumed models [20] . However, when the data are more complex, traditional methods including k-means may obtain unsatisfactory results. In some cases, spectral clustering can be used for practical complex industrial processes because it does not need estimating an explicit model and conducts a spectral analysis of the pairwise similarities [20] . For process data n m R X , the procedures of the spectral clustering are as follows:
Input: Similarity matrix , , , k u u u as columns.
y R be the vector corresponding to the i th row of U .
(6) Cluster the points i y with the k-means clustering into clusters 1 2 , , ,
Considering the multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity in complex industrial processes, a fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD is presented for multimode processes. The procedures of the proposed method are described in Fig. 1 , which contains three stages including mode division, offline modeling and online monitoring.
Firstly, mode division based on spectral clustering is presented, which divides multimode processes into multiple modes without priori multimode information. Multimode processes data n m R X are preliminarily divided into k modes based on spectral clustering. Further mode division is executed based on the characteristics of multimode processes, i.e., each mode has duration time. If the duration time min t for one mode is very short, it can be adjusted to the nearest normal mode. The selection of the value min t is based on the characteristics of multimode industrial processes. Finally, mode division results by two-step can be used for fault detection in multimode industrial processes without prior multimode information. Then, considering the multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity, global-local PCA-SVDD models are built, which decomposes fault detection into a global model and multiple local models. To some extent, it can utilise more available information for fault detection. For multimode processes data n m R X , pcs X and rs X can be obtained by the eigenvalue decomposition in PCA in which pcs X and rs X mainly reflect the change of the normal process data characteristic and the abnormal noise characteristic, respectively. In this paper, considering that the local specific characteristics are more principal and significant for multimode processes monitoring, we utilise rs X to build the global SVDD model and pcs X to build the local SVDD models for each mode, which can used for fault detection from the perspective of the global and local, thereby improve the performance of fault detection in multimode industrial processes. Moreover, the SVDD method shows great advantages in dealing with non-Gaussian and non-linear data because it has a very strong single-class data processing capability, which has no normal distribution assumption and the process data is mapped to the high dimensional feature space by the kernel method [18] . The radius in each model is computed as follows: 
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The (12) and (13). (10) Compare the distances with the corresponding confidence limits to determine whether fault occurs. 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD, we investigate its performance of fault detection on the penicillin fermentation processes. The penicillin fermentation processes have complex characteristics including multimode. There are multiple modes in the penicillin fermentation processes. For example, in the pre-culture mode, most of the necessary cell mass is generated. Then cells continue to grow to be penicillin in the fed-batch mode. It is assumed that multimode information is unknown. The data can be generated using PenSimv2.0 simulation software and the reaction time of each run is 400 h [21] . 17 process variables and the flow chart of the processes are shown in Table I and Fig. 2 . In this paper, the training data with sampling interval of 0.5 h are generated under normal operation conditions. The testing data including 4 fault runs with different types are used to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method. Fault 1: Agitator power is suddenly declined by 5% from 61th to 800th sample. Fault 2: Substrate feed speed is suddenly decreased by 10% from 61th to 800th sample. Fault 3: Agitator power is suddenly declined by 10% from 61th to 800th sample. Fault 4: Aeration rate is gradually declined by 0.25 from 61th to 800th sample. To compare with the performance of the proposed method, the conventional multiple models method that builds local PCA models for different modes is also used for monitoring all the fault runs. Firstly, unknown multimode information can be obtained from processes data without priori knowledge about multimode characteristic. The results of mode division are given in Fig. 3 . It is shown that the penicillin fermentation processes are divided into 3 modes (mode 1 contains 1th to 56th sample, mode 2 contains 57th to 100th sample, mode 3 contains other samples) in Fig. 3(a) . After the preliminary mode division results of spectral clustering are obtained, 3 samples with duration time 0.5 h are adjusted to the nearest normal mode. The principal components visualisation is shown in Fig. 3(b) in which 3 modes are almost effectively separated, which shows the feasibility and effectiveness of our mode division method. In Fig. 4 , it is shown that two statistics from 61th to 800th sample almost all exceed the corresponding confidence limits, which illustrates the results of fault detection consists with the actual situation of the fault 2 and global-local PCA-SVDD is better than local PCA. Similarly, it is obvious that global-local PCA-SVDD have better performance than local PCA for fault 4 in Fig. 5 . Moreover, the missed detection rate and detection accuracy rate for different faults in the penicillin fermentation processes are shown in Table II and III, respectively. It is obvious that our proposed method has better average missed detection rate and detection accuracy rate than local PCA.
Therefore, considering the multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity and modeling and monitoring from the perspective of the global and local can improve the performance of fault detection for multimode processes. The above mentioned experiment results and analyses demonstrate that the proposed method is feasible and effective for fault detection in multimode industrial processes. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a fault detection method based on global-local PCA-SVDD is proposed for multimode industrial processes. Mode division based on spectral clustering can be used to divide multimode processes into multiple modes without priori multimode information. The multimode characteristic, global similarity and local non-similarity are considered in multimode processes modeling and fault detection. The proposed method decomposes fault detection into a global model and multiple local models. Different statistics and confidence limits can be used for fault detection, which do not depend on the F-distribution and the chi-squared distribution. However, the performance of the proposed method for fault detection should be improved further and an intensive study in simulation with artificial data should be developed, which needs to be studied and discussed in the future.
